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Abstract
A combination of perspectives from physics, engineering and economics creates a blind spot that masks the human elements in decision-making that is critical in energy use and technology choice. As a consequence, hardware interventions continue to encounter puzzling institutional barriers, irrational consumers and other market failures that blunt their effectiveness. The scientists, designers, planners, energy policy makers and field level strategists must therefore understand the human and social worlds into which the technological devices must fit in. A continuous and progressive growth in innovating better products or refining and extending earlier applications lies in linking product design, development and intervention efforts to the conscious and subconscious perceptions of the target groups. Thus, public involvement and consumer perceptions become vital in designing structures and systems to alter the energy scenario of the nation. Such investigations should adopt a multidisciplinary approach, incorporating perceptions from psychological, social, technical, economic and other dimensions. Additionally, apart from statistical uncertainties, it will be beneficial to include the fuzzy nature of human thinking. The models should reflect the subconscious, intuitive and qualitative natures of the mental maps, as well possess the quantitative nature for mathematical computations. The Irrigation Pumping Adequacy (IPA) measure is developed in this study to capture the decision-making in the purchase and use of agricultural pump-sets, taking into account the above considerations. The IPA is a qualitative-cum-quantitative index, and is reflective of the farmers' satisfaction, or level of adequacy, with the pumps they are using. This has consequences for the agriculture as well as energy sectors, since irrigation consumes a large proportion of the energy used in agriculture. Such an investigation will also provide inputs in understanding and influencing the energy technology choice behaviour amongst farmers, and the methodology will be useful in designing and developing alternative technologies for complementing and supplementing the existing energy systems. Any technology that is perceived as similarly adequate for irrigation pumping should be acceptable to farmers. As a case study, the decision-making of farmers for irrigation pumping operations in Hardwar district (India) is investigated. 
  	


